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Trinil (Java, Indonesia) yielded the type fossils of Homo erectus and the world’s oldest hominin-made
engraving. As such, the site is of iconic relevance for paleoanthropology. However, our understanding
of its larger geological context is unsatisfactory. Previous sedimentological studies are around 100 years
old and their interpretations sometimes contradictory. Moreover, the existing stratigraphic framework is
based on regional correlations, which obscure differences in local depositional dynamics. Therefore, a
new and more local framework is urgently needed. We carried out a comprehensive geological study of
the Trinil area. Using a Digital Elevation Model, we identified seven fluvial terraces. Terrace deposits were
described and OSL-dated and fluvial behaviour was reconstructed. The terraces were correlated with
terraces of the Kendeng Hills (e.g. the hominin-bearing Ngandong terrace) and date back to the past ~350
ka. Thus far, most of the Trinil terraces and their deposits had remained unidentified, confounding
sedimentological and stratigraphic interpretations. The exposed pre-terrace series has a thickness of
~230 m. Together with the terraces, it forms a ~3 Ma record of tectonism, volcanism, climate change and
sea-level fluctuations. We subdivided the series into five new and/or revised stratigraphic units, repre-
senting different depositional environments: Kalibeng Formation, Padas Malang Formation, Batu Gajah
Formation, Trinil Formation and Solo Formation. Special attention was paid to erosional contacts and
weathering profiles, forming hiatuses in the depositional series, and offering insight into paleoclimate
and base-level change. The Trinil Formation provides a new landscape context of Homo erectus. Between
~550 and 350 ka, the area was part of a lake basin (Ngawi Lake Basin), separated from the marine base
level by a volcanic barrier, under dry, seasonal conditions and a regular supply of volcanic ash. An
expanding and retreating lake provided favourable living conditions for hominin populations. After 350
ka, this role was taken over by the perennial Solo River. Landscape reconstructions suggest that the Solo
formed by headward erosion and stream piracy, re-connecting the Ngawi Lake Basin to the plains in the
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Fig. 1. (A) The Indonesian archipelago with the larger st
area between Sonde and Ngawi, (D) The Solo River me
west. Our study offers a local framework, but its Pleistocene landscape record has regional significance.
Most of all, it forms a much-needed basis for future, detailed studies on the build-up of the hominin site
of Trinil, its fossil assemblages and numerical ages.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Trinil (East Java, Indonesia, Fig. 1) is the discovery site of the
world’s first deliberately sought fossils of a transitional form be-
tween apes and humans (Dubois, 1894a). Originally named Pith-
ecanthropus erectus, these specimens are now regarded as the type
fossils of Homo erectus (Mayr, 1950). The site yielded thousands of
vertebrate fossils (Dubois, 1907; Selenka and Blanckenhorn, 1911)
that play a key role in regional Pleistocene vertebrate biostratig-
raphy (Von Koenigswald, 1934, 1935; De Vos, 1982; Sondaar, 1984)
and biogeography (Van den Bergh et al., 1996; Van der Geer, 2019).
Moreover, a recently discovered fossil freshwater shell from Trinil,
carved with a geometric pattern, is regarded as the world’s oldest
hominin-made engraving (Joordens et al., 2015).

Despite the importance of Trinil for faunal (including hominin)
evolution, our understanding of the local geology is still based on
over 100 years old sedimentological studies, often with contradic-
tory interpretations (e.g. Dubois, 1908; Carthaus, 1911). Moreover,
Duyfjes (1936, 1938) introduced a regional stratigraphy that is still
udy area on the eastern part of Java,
ander of Trinil, Map data: GTOPO30
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in use today (e.g. Zaim, 2010; Joordens et al., 2015; Puspaningrum
et al., 2020). However, this framework does not take into account
the dynamic development of emerging Java, under the influence of
volcanism, tectonism and sea-level fluctuations, with great differ-
ences in depositional environments across relatively short dis-
tances. Duyfjes’ regional stratigraphic units are partly based on
correlations between outcrops, combining strata with different
facies in one unit, which deprives us of a detailed insight into local
depositional processes and ages. This unsatisfactory state of the art
hampers understanding of the geology in the Trinil area and con-
firms that a local approach is urgently needed. Our study aims to
establish a comprehensive sedimentological, stratigraphic and
geochronological framework for the sediments exposed in Trinil
and surroundings. We use detailed field observations and modern
facies models to reconstruct depositional settings and landscapes.
Our study does not include a detailed re-inventory of Dubois’
excavation site. This will be addressed in a separate paper (Hilgen
et al. in prep.).
(B) Physiography of Central and East Java and sites mentioned in the text, (C) The study
(A), ALOS (B), TanDEM-X © DLR 2019 (C and D).

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2. Background

2.1. Setting, volcanism and tectonism

The Trinil area forms an inland plain, ca. 60 m above sea level,
bounded in the north by the Kendeng Hills and in the south by the
volcano Lawu (Fig. 1C). The Solo River lies entrenched in a ca. 15 m
deep channel, exposing a sedimentary series dominated by Pleis-
tocene volcaniclastics. East of Trinil, the Solo changes course to the
north and crosses the Kendeng Hills. Here the riverbanks expose
folded Tertiary marine strata.

In the Miocene, most of eastern Java was part of a marine retro-
arc basin located north of an east-west trending volcanic arc (Lunt,
2013). In the Late Miocene, volcanism ceased and the basin became
subject to compression and uplift (Hamilton et al., 1979; Smyth
et al., 2008). By the end of the Pliocene, east-west directed thrust
and fold zones developed and emerged from the sea: the Rembang
and Kendeng Hills and the Southern Mountains (Satyana et al.,
2004; Clements et al., 2009). Between these ridges shallow ma-
rine zones prevailed, most of which gradually emerged later in the
Pleistocene.

In the Early Pleistocene, volcanism returned, mainly building up
stratovolcanoes in the low-lying zone between the Southern
Mountains and the Kendeng Hills (van Bemmelen, 1949; Soeria-
Atmadja et al., 1994). The Wilis was among the first eruption cen-
ters. Its core rocks date to 1.9e1.8 Ma (Hartono, 1994). Lawu is a
young volcano, but along its southern flanks are the remains of a
cone known as Old Lawu. Its core rocks were never dated, but its
slopes have a dissected morphology similar to Wilis (Fig. 1), sug-
gesting a similar age.

2.2. Previous work on sedimentology and stratigraphy

Dubois collected fossils from tuffaceous strata that he called the
Trinil Beds. He noted cross-bedding and interbeds of rounded
gravel, which convinced him that the material is of fluvial origin
(Dubois, 1894a, 1895, 1907). He related the volcaniclastic compo-
sition of the sediment to contemporaneous volcanic activity. Based
on paleontological analyses, he assigned the tuffs to the Late Plio-
cene or Early Pleistocene. Volz (1907) regarded the tuffs as volcanic
debris flows from the Lawu, representing a long depositional phase
covering most of the Pleistocene. Elbert (1908) agreed with Dubois
on a fluvial depositional background, but suggested that the tuffs
form two series: the lower series constitutes the actual Trinil Beds,
the higher series is significantly younger and was deposited by the
Solo. Carthaus (1911) described the larger geological context
around Trinil and distinguished three lithological units, from old to
young: calcareous beds with molluscs, volcanic breccias, and
fossiliferous tuff. He recognized the calcareous strata as coastal
deposits and the overlying breccias as a terrestrial lahar. He
regarded the upper boundary of the breccias as the undulating
lahar surface, after its flow had ceased. He claimed that the over-
lying fossiliferous tuffs (Dubois’ Trinil Beds) formed in ponds on the
lahar surface, referring to interbedded clays with leaf imprints. For
him, occasional cross-bedding represents episodes of overflowing
ponds. Van Es (1931) regarded the upper boundary of the marine,
mollusc-bearing unit as an unconformity, representing Early
Pleistocene exposure. He agreed with Dubois’ interpretation of the
Trinil Beds as a fluvial deposit, but in contrast to earlier researchers,
he did not regard the sediment as primary volcanic material, but as
fluvially supplied erosion material, referring to interbeds of well-
rounded andesite gravel.
3

2.3. Duyfjes’ regional stratigraphy

Duyfjes (1936,1938) developed a regional stratigraphy, based on
reference sections near Jombang, ca. 100 km east of Trinil. He
described marine calcareous mudstones and diatomaceous mud-
stones, which he assigned to the Lower and Upper Kalibeng For-
mations, assuming a Pliocene age. These grade upwards into
marine clays, deltaic sandstones and fluvial sandstones, which he
assigned to the Early Pleistocene Pucangan Formation and the
Middle Pleistocene Kabuh Formation, placing the unit boundary
halfway the fluvial sandstones. Duyfjes used the units to map the
Kendeng Hills and adjacent areas, over a distance of more than
150 km. Moving away from his reference sections, he had diffi-
culties tracing his units and frequently relied on extrapolations
(‘parallelization’). The sandy marine deltas, which form the main
Pleistocene landscape element of Jombang, are absent around Tri-
nil. Nevertheless, Duyfjes applied his stratigraphic format to the
Trinil series and assigned the calcareous strata to the Lower and
Upper Kalibeng Formation, the breccias to the Pucangan Formation
and the fossiliferous tuffs (Dubois’ Trinil Beds) to the Kabuh For-
mation. Following Van Es (1931), Duyfjes regarded the Kabuh For-
mation as a fluvial deposit made up of erosion material. Higher-up
in the Trinil series, he noted primary volcaniclastic sediment, which
he assigned to the Notopuro Formation.

2.4. Discovery of fluvial terraces

Ter Haar (1934) described Solo terraces in the transverse valley
through the Kendeng Hills (Fig. 1C). One of these terraces, near the
village of Ngandong, appeared to be rich in vertebrate fossils
including Homo erectus (Oppenoorth, 1932). This shed new light
on Elbert’s (1908) earlier suggestion on the presence of Solo de-
posits around Trinil. Ter Haar assumed that the Trinil Beds are the
equivalent of the Ngandong terrace deposits. Lehmann (1936)
found that the highest part of the plains around Trinil forms
flat-topped, gravelly surfaces, which he referred to as the High
Terrace. He regarded this terrace as the equivalent of the fossilif-
erous terrace of Ngandong. He noted that the gravelly surface layer
truncates the Trinil Beds and concluded that the latter forms an
older, pre-Solo deposit. Lehmann also recognized a ‘Low Terrace’:
smaller surfaces that locally border the river, standing out ca. 7 m
above low water level. Duyfjes (1936) added the sediment of
Lehmann’s terraces to his Trinil stratigraphy as ‘Terrace Deposits’.

2.5. Problems, aims and objectives

The great differences between the depositional series of Jom-
bang and Trinil reflect different depositional landscapes with un-
known (age) relations. It makes the use of Duyfjes’ regional
stratigraphic units in Trinil inappropriate. Duyfjes regarded his
Trinil stratigraphy as an uninterrupted series, which is unlikely, as it
forms a ~3 Ma record of highly dynamic coastal and terrestrial
deposition. Such series generally have a complex build-up, of
various depositional stages and hiatuses.

A remarkable side-effect of the introduction of Duyfjes’ strati-
graphic framework is that it ended the previous discussion on the
depositional background of the Trinil series, as if the new unit
names provided final answers to earlier disputes (e.g. Soeradi et al.,
1985).

Since the 1930s there have been major advances in the analysis
of fluvial and pyroclastic facies and in fluvial dynamics controlling
incision and deposition, allowing us to re-evaluate the complex
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geology of Trinil with a fresh view. This is an essential step, aiming
for a better understanding of the context of the excavation sites and
the excavated fossils.

The objectives of our field study are: 1) to develop coherent
models of local depositional environments, against a background of
volcanism, tectonism, sea-level fluctuations and climate change;
and 2) to define new, local stratigraphic units, which follow major
changes in depositional setting.

Special attention will be paid to the role of fluvial terraces and
terrace-related deposits. Elbert’s (1908) and Bartstra’s (1982) sug-
gestion of a more widespread occurrence of Solo deposits is still
relevant. Recently, the terrace sequence of the Kendeng has been
re-investigated and dated, revealing four terrace levels dating back
to the past ~350 ka (Rizal et al., 2020). It makes a re-inventory of the
Trinil terraces increasingly relevant.

3. Methods

3.1. Field study

Fieldwork was carried out in 2018 and 2019, studying riverside
exposures and sand quarries between Sonde and Ngawi (Fig.1C and
D). We prepared a 12-m resolution digital elevation model (DEM)
based on TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellite images (© DLR, 2019) to
identify potential terrace surfaces. The surfaces were mapped and
surveyed in the field and heights were measured by GPS and
referenced with DEM-based heights. In exposures, the build-up of
the terraces was studied. Terrace sediments were described and
delineated, carefully documenting the position and nature of the
contact between terrace deposits and pre-terrace substrate. Cor-
relations between terraces were based on absolute and relative
heights of terrace surface and (scour) base and facies of the terrace
deposits, bringing to light seven terrace levels. Gravel-composition
counts were carried out to obtain an additional parameter for
terrace correlations (Supplement 1).

After the terrace deposits were delineated, the pre-terrace
stratigraphy was studied in detail. The pre-terrace strata have a
slight southward dip (2e10�), which enables the study of strati-
graphic sections along north-south directed river transects. Refer-
ence sections were selected and described, measured, and
photographed. All sites and sections mentioned in the text are
indicated in Fig. 1 and Supplement 2.

3.2. Classifications, measurements and protocols

Lithological and textural descriptions are based on Dunham
(1962) for carbonates, Wentworth (1922) for epiclastic and Fisher
and Schminke (1984) for pyroclastic material. Deposits are regar-
ded as pyroclastic when they consist for >75% of primary pyro-
clastic material. This material may be recycled by fluvial processes,
but is regarded as epiclastic when eroded from older, consolidated
rock. Sand- and silt-sized pyroclastic grains are referred to as ash
(unconsolidated) or tuff (consolidated). Gravel-sized pyroclastic
clasts are referred to as lapilli. The term lahar refers to volcanic
debris flows and to the deposits thus formed. Paleosols have been
described following the World Reference Base for soil resources of
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2015).

The stratigraphic units were originally referred to as Beds (e.g.
Trinil Beds). In later publications, these units were re-labeled as
Formation (e.g. Kabuh Formation) without further changes to the
unit definition.

GPS-measured heights, referenced to the World Geodetic Sys-
tem 1984 (WGS84) have been recalculated to meters above sea
level (m þ MSL) using a local geoid height of 25.142 m (source:
Unavco), i.e. orthometric height (m þ MSL) ¼ WGS84 height e
4

25.142 m.
Our interpretations follow published facies models: Miall (1996,

2014) for fluvial deposits, Ashworth et al. (1994) for braided river
deposits, Hampton and Horton (2007) for sheetflow deposits, Cas
and Wright (1987) and Fisher and Schmincke (1984) for pyroclas-
tic deposits, Vallence (2005) for lahars, and Tucker (1985) and
Wright (1984) for shallow marine carbonates.

3.3. Geochronology

We applied feldspar optically stimulated luminescence (OSL)
dating to two representative sediment samples from the fluvial
terraces. Details on sample provenance, sampling and measure-
ment protocols and data analyses are provided in Supplement 3.

4. The fluvial terraces and their deposits

4.1. The terrace landscape of Trinil

The plains of Trinil have subtle height differences. Our DEM-
analysis distinguished seven terrace levels, with heights ranging
between 68 and 50 m þ MSL (Fig. 2). All heights represent the
situation in the direct vicinity of Trinil. Moving away, terrace
heights change, following the gradient of the Solo and as a result of
differential uplift. The terrace margins are generally indistinct
slopes, remodeled by erosion and rice cultivation. However, at a
broader scale, they reflect ancient meander loops and abandoned
river courses.

Terraces T7, T6 and T5 form plateaus at 68, 66 and 64 m þ MSL.
They have sandy surface sediments with rounded gravel and are
mostly overgrown with teak forest or sugar cane. T4, T3 and T2
form wide plains, at 59, 58 and 54 m þ MSL, covered with rice
fields. T4 and T2 have a thin clayey topsoil, overlying a subsoil of
consolidated tuffs. T3 has gravelly surface sediment.

The Solo River is deeply incised in this terraced landscape, with
wide entrenched meanders. Around Trinil, its gravelly bed lies
around 41 m þMSL. T1 forms small terraces at 50 m þMSL, nested
along the sides of the Solo incision.

Lehmann referred to the gravel-covered plateaus (our terraces
T7, T6 and T5) as the High Terrace. He also recognized T1, along the
banks of the current Solo, which he named the Low Terrace. But he
remained unclear about the background of the wider plains, which
we identified as T4, T3 and T2, probably because he rarely found
surface gravel. He left this area blank on his chart, or loose-
handedly ascribed parts of the plains to his High or Low Terrace,
which is definitely incorrect: The area forms separate terrace sur-
faces and has a different build-up, as we will show in the next
sections.

The tuffs forming the subsoil of T4 and T2 have commonly been
described as pre-terrace substrate, either named Trinil Beds
(Dubois, 1908) or Kabuh Formation (Duyfjes, 1936), implying that
these wide terraces are straths without fluvial surface sediments.
This is highly uncommon. Moreover, the wide, relatively low plains
do not show signs of extensive surface erosion that could have
removed this fluvial cover sediment.

4.2. Sedimentology of T7, T6 and T5

4.2.1. Description
T7, T6 and T5 are made up of fluvial, flat lying surface deposits

overlying a planar erosion surface. The latter is easily recognized,
running parallel to the terrace surface and truncating the south-
ward dipping substrate. It is covered with an unstructured lag of
rounded andesite gravel (thickness 20e60 cm; main gravel size
2e6 cm). Pebbles with red weathering rinds are common



Fig. 2. (A) Map of the fluvial terraces around Trinil © DLR 2019 (TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X data), (B) Idealized cross-section over the sequence of fluvial terraces of Trinil. FA ¼ Facies
Association, see Table 1; OSL datings, see Supplement 3. (For colors the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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(Supplement 1). The gravel lag grades into brown-yellow sand and
conglomerates with m-scale, low-angle trough cross-bedding
structures (Fig. 4, photos 12 and 14). The sand is made up of
well-sorted, mono-crystalline (feldspars, pyroxenes, hornblendes)
and lithic (andesite) grains. The surface layer of T7 and T6 has a
thickness of ca. 2 m, but the T5 sediment locally reaches greater
thicknesses. Around the Trinil Museum, its thickness is ca. 4.5 m.

Of special interest are channeled incisions, which are locally
found below the T7 planation surface, cutting several meters into
5

the underlying pre-terrace substrate. The quarries of Batu Gajah
and Watugedel (Fig. 3A and C) provide good exposures of such
incisions, which are mantled with rounded andesite gravel and
filled with greyish-white tuff, dominated by vitric grains and
mono-crystalline feldspars. The material has dm-scale trough
cross-bedding and stacked channel structures with a lapilli-rich fill
dominated by moderately rounded pumice (size range 0.5e3 cm).
The strata do not follow the southward dip of the substrate.
Moreover, the occurrence of rounded andesite gravel indicates that



Fig. 3. Cross-sections through the Trinil area, showing schematic occurrence of the stratigraphic (sub)units. Location of the cross-sections are indicated in Fig. 2 and Supplement 2.
Colors of the terrace deposits follow the terrace map (Fig. 2). Horizontally not to scale. Section lengths: A and B ¼ ca. 2 km, C ¼ ca. 500 m. Note difference in perspective. The cross-
sections follow as much as possible the natural view toward the riverbanks and quarry sides. Note that cross-section A gives a general insight in the stratigraphic situation around
the Dubois excavation site. A detailed stratigraphic description of this site will be presented in a separate publication by Hilgen et al. (in prep.). (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure , the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the deposits are part of the terrace sequence. We regard T7 as a
composite terrace, made up of two series: T7A and T7B.
4.2.2. Interpretation
T7, T6 and T5 are strath terraces. The gravelly sediment forms a

residual mantle, associated with the incisive stage, and represents a
laterally mobile gravel-bed river. Lateral accretion structures and a
fining-upward grain-size trend indicate meandering conditions.
The well-rounded andesite gravel points to long-distance bed-load
transport, which is confirmed by its composition, including rock
types uncommon in the direct vicinity (Supplement 1).

The relatively thick sediment cover of T5 was formed in
conjunction with the gravel-covered scour. We regard this series as
a ‘working depth’ deposit of material in transit, representing a
situation of simultaneous deepening and widening of the valley
6

floor (Gibbard and Lewin, 2002).
The channel structures (T7A), locally preserved under the strath

of T7B, form remnants of an older fluvial stage. The gravelly lag
must be associated with incision, whereas the tuffaceous fill rep-
resents subsequent aggradation. The lack of vertical grading and
the occurrence of multiple, stacked channels point to braided
conditions. The fill was truncated during the subsequent incisive
stage of series T7B.
4.2.3. Andesite gravel as a key characteristic of Solo incision
Strath terraces T7, T6 and T5 show that, during its incisive

stages, the Solo was a meandering river, carrying a bed load of far-
travelled, rounded andesite gravel. The gravel-covered straths form
a notable contrast with the underlying substrate, inwhichwe never
observed rounded andesite gravel. This raises an important



Fig. 4. Selected photographs of the terraces and terrace deposits (Solo Formation). See Supplement 6 for coordinates and setting. (1) Terrace T1, the terrace deposits overlie massive
calcareous mudstones (FA3) of the Kalibeng Formation. (2) Terrace T2, terrace deposits T2A and T2B overlying hard calcareous mud bank (FA4) of the Padas Malang Formation. (3)
T2A (FA1), channelling scour base and gravel lag over fine tuff (FA11) of the Trinil Formation. (4) T2A, abandoned channel and oxbow lake clays (FA1). (5) idem, zoom in to laminated
oxbow lake clays. (6) T2A, floodplain clays (FA1), overlain by cross-bedded ash and pumice (FA2) of T2B. (7) Oxbow lake clays (FA1, T2A), slightly incised and covered with sandy
crevasse splay deposits (FA1, T2A). (8) Cross-bedded tuff and pumice (FA2, T2B). (9) Cross-bedded tuff (FA2, T4). (10) Cross-bedded tuff with pumice (FA2, T7A). (11) Terrace T7, T7A

H.W.K. Berghuis, A. Veldkamp, S. Adhityatama et al. Quaternary Science Reviews 260 (2021) 106912
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question: Is it possible that the andesite gravel, which Dubois, Van
Es and Duyfjes described as interbeds within the tuffaceous Trinil/
Kabuh Formation, represent misinterpreted Solo deposits? For this
question, the large quarry of Watugedel forms a good reference
(Fig. 3 C). It exposes ca. 40 m of planar-bedded tuffs, overlying
volcanic breccias. The strata dip ca. 8� to the south, confirming that
they belong to the pre-terrace substrate. Dubois (1893), who
collected fossils from the nearby Kali Gede, described the strata as
the Trinil Beds. The tuffs are mostly planar laminated, rich in in-situ
calcareous concretions, and have interbeds of light grey clay.
Rounded andesite gravel is absent over the entire length of the
section. The dipping beds are truncated by the straths T7, T6 and T5,
forming a staircase along the top of the quarry. As expected, the
scour surface of the terraces is mantled with rounded andesite
gravel. This strongly suggests that rounded andesite gravel is not
part of the facies of the Trinil/Kabuh Formation and that andesite
gravel is a distinguishing characteristic of a Solo-related incision or
planation surface. In the next sections, we will show that this is a
valuable field criterion.

4.3. Sedimentology of T4 and T3

4.3.1. Description
The riverside quarry of Pilang provides good exposures of the

strata below T4 (Fig. 3B). Dubois and Duyfjes, who referred to the
site as Kliteh, described the local tuffs as Trinil/Kabuh Formation.
The base of the exposures, just above low water level of the Solo,
consists of southward-dipping, planar-bedded fine tuff with in-situ
calcareous concretions and interbeds of grey clay.

Halfway up the quarry profile, this dipping series is truncated by
a slightly undulating erosional contact, which does not follow the
southward dip of the underlying beds, but remains at a height of ca.
51mþMSL. It is coveredwith greyish white tuff, consisting of vitric
grains and subordinate mono-crystalline feldspars. The series
continues up to terrace level and shows trough cross-bedding and
stacked channel structures with lapilli-rich fills, dominated by
moderately rounded pumice (main size range 0.5e2 cm). The base
of this series, up to ca. 1 m above the erosive base, contains
dispersed rounded andesite gravel (size range 2e6 cm).

Along the southern edge of the quarry, the surface level steps
down ca.1 me58mþMSL. At the same time, a planar scour surface
appears at ca. 56 m þ MSL, cutting into the T4 sediment. The scour
surface is covered with a lag of rounded andesite gravel (thickness
40e70 cm; main gravel size 3e7 cm). The gravel lag grades into
brown-yellow sand and conglomerates with m-scale, low-angle
trough cross-bedding structures. The sand is made up of mono-
crystalline (feldspars, pyroxenes, hornblendes) and vitric grains.

4.3.2. Interpretation
The southward dip of the basal series relates these strata to the

pre-terrace substrate. The bedded tuffs are identical to those in the
Watugedel quarry and do not contain rounded gravel (Fig. 3B and
C). The erosion surface over these strata forms an angular discon-
formity and marks a previously unnoted stratigraphic boundary.
The stacked channels and lack of vertical grading in the overlying
fluvial series point to braided conditions and aggradation, whereby
the terrace surface appears to form the top of this aggradation
stage. Returning to the base of this aggradational series, the
dispersed rounded andesite gravel forms a conspicuous element,
which we defined in section 4.2.3 as a key characteristic of Solo
incision. The gravel does not form a well-defined lag over the scour
deposits overlain by T7B deposits. (12) Fluvial cover sediment of Terrace 6 (meandering fac
facies (FA1) of T5. (15) Drone image of Dubois Site (blue tent) and Trinil Museum, with gen
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surface, as would be expected, but has become dispersed over the
lower meter of the tuffaceous fill sediment. We postulate that high-
energy currents picked up the gravel during the onset of the
aggradation stage.

We conclude that the Pilang quarry exposes two tuffaceous
series. A lower, tilted series represents the pre-Solo bedrock. It is
truncated by an erosion surface representing Solo incision. The
overlying series represents subsequent fluvial deposition, which
makes T4 a fill terrace. Previous researchers did not distinguish
between the two series, due to their apparently similar composi-
tion. However, we do note facies differences: the lower series is
characterized by parallel bedding and interbedded clays, whereas
the upper, terrace-related series has more dynamic channel and
cross-bedding structures. Moreover, the lower series is rich in in-
situ calcareous concretions, whereas these were not observed in
the overlying terrace-series.

The gravel-covered T3 represents a cut terrace, incising several
meters into the fill of T4. Its gravelly surface sediments represent
incision and lateral accretion, similar to strath terraces T7 to T5.

4.4. Sedimentology of T2

4.4.1. Description
Moving south from Pilang to the village of Kawu, we descend to

terrace T2 (54 m þ MSL). The base of the riverbank exposes
southward dipping, bedded tuffs, with in-situ calcareous concre-
tions and clayey interbeds, which can be traced back along the river
and form the continuation of the material exposed in the base of
the Pilang quarry. But here, the bedded tuffs only make up the
lower 1 or 2 m of the riverbank profile. At ca. 43.5 m þ MSL this
dipping series is truncated by a horizontal erosional contact
covered by an unstructured lag (thickness 0.1e0.8 m) of rounded
andesite gravel (size range 3e8 cm) with admixed reworked
calcareous concretions. Locally the gravel is cemented by calcite.
The gravel is covered by brown-yellow sand and conglomerate,
with m-scale, low-angle trough cross-bedding structures. The sand
consists of mono-crystalline (feldspars, pyroxenes, hornblendes)
and lithic (andesite) grains. This bedded series fines upward and is
overlain by a massive, crumbly dark brown clay, with root traces
and red mottling (thickness ca. 0.5 m), the top of which is found at
ca. 48.5 þMSL.

The clay is sharply overlain by cross-bedded tuff and fine,
moderately rounded pumice lapilli (Fig. 4, photo 6), continuing up
to terrace level (54 m þMSL). The tuff is dominated by vitric grains
and mono-crystalline feldspars. The series lacks vertical grading
and contains multiple, stacked channel structures.

The gravel-covered scour, at ca. 43.5 m þ MSL, can be traced
along the long river transect between Kawu and Ngancar Bridge,
along both banks of the river (Fig. 3A and B). All along this reach,
the southward-dipping bedded tuffs, with in-situ calcareous con-
cretions and clayey interbeds, form the lowermost one or 2m of the
riverbank profile, although the southward dip gradually decreases.
Interbeds of rounded gravel were not found in this dipping series,
confirming our observations in the Watugedel quarry (Section
4.2.3).

4.4.2. Interpretation
The tilted, bedded tuffs, exposed just above low water level, can

confidently be regarded as the pre-terrace substrate. Along the long
river transect between the Trinil Museum and Ngancar Bridge,
these strata form a continuous series reaching a total thickness of
ies, FA1). (13) T5, scour base and gravel lag (FA1) over Trinil Formation. (14) Point bar
eral overview of the terraces.
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around 50 m (section 5.3 and 5.4). The erosive surface at
43.5 m þ MSL forms an angular disconformity over this series,
associated with the overlying terrace T2. The gravel lag marks this
scour as an ancient incision level of the Solo. This gravel lag forms
the basis of a ca. 5 m thick fining-upward series (T2A), reflecting a
gravelly channel, sandy pointbars and floodplain clays. We relate
this series to the incisional stage, representing lateral accretion. As
we also noted for T5, the relatively thick sediment cover points to
temporary storage of material in transit, reflecting ongoing deep-
ening and widening of the valley floor. The thickness of the series
corresponds to the depth of the deeper channels on the floodplain
(see also section 4.5). The clay layer at ca. 48.5 m þ MSL represents
the ancient floodplain associated with this laterally migrating river.
It has become buried by a second fluvial series (T2B), dominated by
tuffaceous sediment. The stacked channels and lack of vertical
grading indicate a braided style and aggradational conditions. The
terrace surface represents the top of this aggradation stage, which
makes T2 a fill terrace. And, as was also noted for T4, the tuffaceous
fill of series T2B lacks in-situ calcareous concretions and has more
pronounced channel structures than the southward-dipping tuff-
aceous strata of the pre-terrace substrate, offering valuable diag-
nostic criteria for distinguishing between terrace deposits and
substrate (see Tables 1 and 2, FA2 and FA11).

4.5. The T2-scour over harder substrates

4.5.1. Description
We described the T2 basal scour as a planar erosion surface over

the tilted tuffaceous substrate. Along the northern margin of the
study area, the pre-terrace substrate is made up of harder lithol-
ogies. Here, T2 forms smaller surfaces, roughly following the course
of the current river. Often, the basal scour is more irregular. The
substrate along the left riverbank opposite the cliffs of Pengkol
(Fig. 2) consists of erosion-resistant, cemented calcareous mud-
stones. These are truncated by a gravel-covered, channeled scour,
generally down to an incision depth ranging between 43.5 and
46 m þMSL (Fig. 3A). The incision-related deposits (T2A) consist of
rounded andesite gravel overlain by trough cross-bedded con-
glomerates, only locally capped by floodplain clays. At ca.
48.5 m þ MSL, this series is buried by cross-bedded tuffs, forming
the aggradational series T2B, which continues up to terrace level
(54 m þ MSL). Of particular interest are sites where the T2-scour
forms isolated channels with a clayey fill, for example along the
right riverbank south of Padas Malang and along the left riverbank
just upstream of the Dubois site (Fig. 3A; Fig. 4, photos 4 and 5). At
Table 1
Terrace-related fluvial Facies Associations.

Description

FA1. Planar basal scour surface covered with an unstructured lag (10e80 cm) of clast-
(Fig. 4, photo 13). Gravel predominantly of andesitic composition (Supplement 1). B
conglomerate and yellowish-brown sand with m-scale, low-angle trough cross-bedd
mono-crystalline (feldspars, pyroxenes, hornblendes) and lithic (fine andesite fragme
brown, massive clay with a crumbly structure, mottling and fine root traces, but ofte
generally 2e3 m, up to terrace surface. Locally reaching greater thickness, up to 5 m

Locally, a more irregular basal scour surface occurs, forming deep channels with high-an
up to 8 cm) gravel lags (Fig. 4, photo 3). Frequent occurrence of isolated channels c
channels may have a fill of plastic, grey, planar laminated clays (Fig. 4, photo 4 and

FA2. Overlying an older scour surface and a lag deposit associated with a previous inci
consists of greyish-white, coarse to fine ash (often consolidated to tuff) with fine, mod
range 0.5e2 cm). No notable vertical grain-size grading. Ash dominated by vitric gr
mono-crystalline grains (mainly feldspars). Lapilli consist of vesicular pumice and s
channel structures, with lapilli-rich fills (Fig. 4, photo 11) and high-angle, dm to m-s
Outside these channels, the material is generally planar bedded, with fine planar lam
of aggradation.
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both locations, the T2 scour forms a steep-sided channel, incised in
massive volcanic breccias, reaching an incision depth of ca.
43.5 m þ MSL. The scour is covered with a lag of rounded andesite
gravel, locally cemented by calcite, and forms a conspicuous plat-
form just above lowwater level. The gravel is sharply overlain by ca.
3 m of light grey, slightly plastic clays with fine silty laminae. The
clays are sharply overlain by ca.1m of cross-bedded sands, which at
their base slightly abrade the laminated clays. Around
48.5 m þ MSL, the sand is buried by the tuffaceous, aggradational
series T2B, which continues up to terrace level.

4.5.2. Interpretation
The spatial distribution of T2, formingwide plains south of Trinil

and narrower surfaces more to the north, reflects variability in
bedrock resistance. In the south, the river could easily increase
valley width by cutting into the tuffaceous substrate. However,
along the northern margin of this abraded platform, abrasion
proceeded slower and the river formed more confined channels
and meanders. This also explains the relatively thick ‘working-
depth’ deposits of series T2A in more central areas of the former
valley floor. The clay-filled, isolated channels represent abandoned
channels with oxbow lakes. Silty laminae reflect episodes of
flooding of the main channel. The preservation of the laminae in-
dicates oxygen-depleted bottom waters. Trough cross-bedded
sands overlying the oxbow-lake clays are part of the basal,
meandering-river series and represent flooding events or crevasse
splays (Fig. 4, photo 7).

4.6. Sedimentology of T1

4.6.1. Description
The left riverbank east of Padas Malang provides good insight in

the build-up of T1. Directly above low water level, the riverbank is
made up of marine mudstones. Between 42.5 and 43 m þ MLS,
these strata are truncated by a planar erosion surface, covered with
a ca. 40 cm thick lag of rounded andesite gravel. The erosive contact
can be traced along the foot of the terrace, over a distance of several
hundred meters. The gravel is sharply overlain by loosely consoli-
dated ash, dominated by vitric grains and monocrystalline feld-
spars. The series shows fine cross-bedding structures and stacked,
shallow channel structures and continues up to terrace surface at
50 m þ MSL.

4.6.2. Interpretation
The gravel-covered erosional contact forms a sharp lithological
Interpretation

supported, well-rounded gravel (size 2e8 cm)
asal gravel covered with ca. 2 m of (fine)
ing (Fig. 4, photos 12 and 14). Sand dominated by
nts) grains. The sandmay grade into a top layer of
n such fine top layer is absent. Total thickness is
.
gle banks and thick (up to 80 cm) and coarse (size
ut into the pre-terrace-stratigraphy. Isolated
5).

Incision and lateral accretion
Meandering river
Material in-transit
Partly confined conditions.
Oxbow lakes

sion stage, or burying an older terrace. Sediment
erately rounded lapilli (size up to 4 cm, main size
ains and fine pumice debris with subordinate
parse dacites. Frequent occurrence of stacked
cale trough cross-bedding (Fig. 4, photos 6 to 10).
ination or cross-lamination. Terrace surface is top

Aggradation under high
volcanic supply
Braided river
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contrast with the underlying mudstones and is readily identified as
the scour base of T1. It represents the mobile channel-belt char-
acteristic of the incisive Solo. The overlying ash represents a sub-
sequent aggradational stage, characterized by braided conditions,
which makes T1 a fill terrace.

T1 follows the course of the current river. Prior to the formation
of the recent Solo incision, T1 probably occupied the area of the
current channel. Currently, only small plateaus remain along the
riverbank. However, patchy remnants of T1-related fill sediment
are more widespread, plastered against the lower part of the riv-
erbanks, usually lacking a clear terrace surface. The same accounts
for T1-related gravel. Patches of this material occur on the current
valley-floor, close to low water level, only slightly higher than the
gravel bed of the current river. When studying riverbank exposures,
caremust be taken to identify such remnants of young T1 sediment.

4.7. Incision and aggradation, fluvial styles and volcanic supply

The terraces of Trinil reflect alternating stages of incision and
aggradation, with notable differences in fluvial style. Incisive stages
are characterized by gravel-bed rivers. The channel gravel is found
in association with overlying point-bar structures and fining-
upward sequences, indicating meandering conditions. Also the
arcuate terrace margins (Fig. 2) point to a meandering style for the
incisive Solo. Aggradational stages are characterized by sediment-
laden, braided conditions. Such sequences of meandering incision
and braided aggradation reflect changes in the balance of water
flow and sediment load. For the Trinil terrace sequence, volcanic
supply must have been the decisive factor controlling these
changing conditions. The surface sediments of incisional stages
consist of epiclastic material, reflecting abrasion and long-distance
transport. Aggradational series are invariably made up of fresh
pyroclastic material, indicating that stages of braiding and aggra-
dation were triggered by volcanic eruptions.

We subdivided the terrace deposits into two facies associations
(Table 1), which are useful for field identification and distinguish-
ing the terrace sediments from the pre-terrace substrate. For the
latter, separate Facies Associations will be defined in the section 5 .

4.8. OSL dating of the terrace deposits

We selected terraces T2 and T4 for numerical dating, as these fill
terraces, unnoted by previous researchers, are of primary interest
for the revised stratigraphy of Trinil. We carried out feldspar OSL-
dating of the tuffaceous fill of both terraces (Fig. 2). For a detailed
discussion on measurement results and interpretations see Sup-

plement 3. The T4 sediment was dated to 141�31
þ44 ka, whereas the

T2B sediment was dated to 95�36
þ56 ka. These ages are within the

age range of the Solo terraces in the Kendeng Hills around Ngan-
dong, which date back to the past 350 ka (Rizal et al., 2020), con-
firming that the deposits are part of the Solo terrace sequence and
not of the older substrate.

4.9. Correlation between the Trinil and Kendeng terrace sequences

We propose a preliminary correlation between the terraces of
Trinil and the terraces of the Kendeng area, based on position
within the terrace sequence, composition of terrace sediments and
OSL-ages (Fig. 5).

The upper terrace of the Kendeng is a poorly preserved strath
terrace with a ca. 1 m thick surface layer rich in rounded andesite
gravel (Fauzi et al., 2016).We regard this terrace as the equivalent of
Trinil-terraces T7, T6 and T5. Possibly, a detailed study of the
10
Kendeng upper terrace may reveal a subdivision into (sub)levels, as
in Trinil. Referring to the OSL ages of Rizal et al. (2020), we provi-
sionally regard T7, T6 and T5 as a group of straths, with a rough age
range of 350e300 ka.

The middle terrace of the Kendeng area can be correlated with
Trinil-terrace T4, referring in the first place to their position within
the terrace sequence and available OSL-ages. Moreover, the terrace
sediment reaches a thickness of >4 m and consists of cross-bedded
sand with stacked channel structures, reflecting aggradational
conditions similar to T4. An equivalent of terrace T3, cut into the
surface of T4, is unknown from the Kendeng area.

The lower terrace of the Kendeng, the famous Ngandong terrace,
correlates with Trinil-terrace T2, again referring to their position in
the local terrace sequence, the terrace sediment and OSL ages. The
lower terrace yielded numerous vertebrate fossils including hom-
inin remains and has recently been extensively re-studied
(Huffman et al., 2010; Indriati et al., 2011; Sipola, 2018). The
terrace sediment consists of a basal lag of andesite gravel, covered
with an aggradational series of pebbly, cross-bedded tuffaceous
sands, which the authors relate to contemporaneous volcanic
supply, similar to the situation described for Trinil-terrace T2. Rizal
et al. (2020) providemultiple dates for the Ngandong lower terrace,
indicating an age range of 140 to 92 ka. Our OSL age of series T2B, 95
�36
þ56 ka, fits within this range.

Finally, the lowermost terrace of the Kendeng Hills is readily
correlated with T1. Both terraces form small surfaces bordering the
river, ca. 7 m above low water, and are made up of a thin andesite-
gravel lag covered with a fill of unconsolidated ash.

Our OSL ages from Trinil terraces T4 and T2B plot near the lower
age range boundary of the corresponding Kendeng terraces, which
may be related to differences in applied dating methods. However,
it may also reflect differences in timing of the response to degra-
dation or aggradation events along the longitudinal river profile
(Bull, 1990).

4.10. Incision and uplift rates based on the Ngandong and Kendeng
terraces

The greater heights of the Kendeng terraces compared to the
corresponding terraces of Trinil reflect higher uplift rates. Fig. 5B
plots Solo incision over the last 350 ka, as recorded by the terraces
of the Trinil and Kendeng areas. For the age plots, we used the
oldest available OSL ages of the Kendeng terraces, assuming that
these provide the closest representation of the incision stage,
preceding aggradation.

At Trinil, incision rates were around 90mm/ka between 350 and
100 ka, slowing down to ca. 10 mm/ka over the last 100 ka. In the
Kendeng, incision rates were much higher, reaching values of ca.
200 mm/ka. We regard this prolonged and constant net down-
cutting of the Solo River as tectonically controlled incision. The
greater downcutting rate of the Solo River in the Kendeng Ridge
compared to Trinil reflects higher uplift rates (section 7.2). The
limited preservation of the Kendeng terraces may very well relate
to this higher uplift rate (Veldkamp and van Dijke, 2000).

5. Sedimentology of the pre-terrace substrate

Our careful delineation of the terrace-related deposits made it
possible to study the underlying substrate, without the risk of
mixing up these two series. We selected four overlapping reference
sections (Supplement 2), covering a total thickness of 230m (Fig. 9).
The series has limited lateral variation over the study area. Marker
beds are well-identifiable and facilitate correlation between out-
crops that may be kilometers apart.



Fig. 5. (A) Correlation between the Solo River terraces of Trinil and the Kendeng Hills with OSL ages. Trinil ages from this study (Supplement 3). Kendeng terrace names and ages
from Rizal et al. (2020). * Bayesian modelling including ESR, U-series and Ar/Ar ages. (B) Solo River incision rates over the last ~350 ka for the Trinil and Kendeng areas.
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For our descriptions and interpretations, we distinguished 10
Facies Associations (FA3 e FA12) based on texture, sediment
composition, sedimentary structures and stratigraphic position
(Table 2).
5.1. The Padas Malang Section

The base of the Padas Malang Section forms the lowest strati-
graphic level exposed around Trinil. It consists of massive calcar-
eous mudstones (FA3) (Fig. 6, photos 1 and 2). The deposits
represent open marine conditions under a low influx of terrigenous
material. The rich foraminifera content and thorough bioturbation
indicate normal oxygen conditions. The mudstones form the top of
a thick marine unit that dominates the exposures of the Kendeng
Hills. Correlation with a nearby foraminiferal biostratigraphic sec-
tion indicates that the strata as exposed around Trinil were formed
under outer-shelf depth conditions (Van Gorsel and Troelstra,
1981). Moving upsection, the facies of the mudstones gradually
changes, by the introduction of bedding structures and an admix-
ture of granular calcareous material and fine shell debris (Fig. 6,
photo 3), reflecting gradual shallowing and increasing energy
conditions. Occasional beds are made up of sub-rounded clasts (ca.
10 cm) of calcareous mudstones, indicating nearby erosion of bot-
tom material, likely during storms.

The bedded mudstones grade into mollusc-rich lagoonal de-
posits (FA4) (Fig. 6, photo 4), reflecting further shallowing. The
11
absence of bedding structures and presence of abundant burrowing
traces indicates a sheltered, lagoonal setting and a limited tidal
range, with an estimated water depth of 5e30 m. The frequent
occurrence of coral debris indicates nearby coral reefs, but in-situ
corals have not been found. A several meter thick interbed of
massive, cemented calcareous mudstone is regarded as a mudbank,
formed by algae or sea-grasses on the seabed, trapping and binding
fine calcareous mud. The mollusc-rich, burrowed strata reach a
thickness of ca. 75 m. Moving upsection through these lagoonal
strata, the material becomes slightly admixed with fine, vitric ash,
pointing to nearby volcanic activity. Gradually the material grades
into bedded packstones and grainstones (FA5), representing further
shallowing to peritidal conditions, a setting which is confirmed by
its stratigraphic position: overlying lagoonal deposits and under-
lying terrestrial strata. The bedded coarse-grained strata represent
high-energy conditions, with turbulent tidal currents and waves
supplying calcareous grains and forming ooids. The top of the
bedded grainstones, just below a sharp boundary with the over-
lying terrestrial, non-calcareous deposits, has a crumbly structure,
red mottles and contains fine root traces (Fig. 6, photo 11), repre-
senting the development of grassy vegetation in an intertidal or
supratidal setting.
5.2. The Batu Gajah Section

The Batu Gajah Section covers most of the volcanic breccias of



Table 2
Facies Associations of the pre-terrace series.

Description Interpretation

FA3. White to light grey, massive calcareous mudstone. No bedding structures (Fig. 6, photos 1 and 2). Rich in well-preserved foraminifera, few
diatoms. No macrofossils.

Open marine, outer shelf

FA4.White to light grey, bioclastic wackestone. Fine calcareous matrix with abundant silt or sand-sized calcareous grains and shell debris (Fig. 6,
photo 4). Rich in gastropods, bivalves (mostly disarticulated), echinoids and coral debrisa (Fig. 6 photos 8e10). Well-preserved crustacean
burrows (Fig. 6, photos 5 and 6). Locally bedded, but generally massive and strongly affected by bioturbation (Fig. 6, photo 12). Interbeds (1
e5 m) of thickly bedded, strongly cemented, greyish white calcareous mudstone with sparse calcareous grains or bioclasts (Fig. 6, photo 7).

Sheltered calcareous
lagoon
Calcareous mudbank

FA5. Greyish white, bedded packstones and grainstones. Planar bedding (5e30 cm), beds parallel laminated or massive. Sediment made up of
sand- to fine gravel-sized calcareous grains, consisting of detrital bioclasts (shell debris and sparse coral debris), ooids and granular calcareous
mud. Upward, beds occur with fine root traces and red mottling (Fig. 6, photo 11). Stratigraphic position: overlying the sheltered lagoonal
facies (FA5) and underlying terrestrial strata.

Peritidal carbonate
platform

FA6. Homogenous black clay, rich in organic matter. Sparse red mottling. Fine blocky structure, slightly plastic (Fig. 7, photos 5 and 12). Contains
dispersed fine pyrite crystals (only visible by hand-lens). Occasional fine root traces. Contains occasional, poorly preserved gastropods,
assigned to Melanoides aff. tuberculata. The clay forms tabular interbeds with a thickness of 1e3 m between terrestrial volcanic breccias (FA7
and FA8) (Fig. 7, photos 3 and 11).

Coastal marsh

FA7. Massive tuff breccia. Poorly sorted matrix of white-grey, fine to coarse welded tuff, practically devoid of clay. Tuff dominated by vitric and
mono-crystalline grains, mainly feldspars and some pyroxenes, with subordinate lithic grains. Contains ca. 20% gravel- to cobble-sized angular
fragments and occasional boulders up to 1.5 m. Coarser fragments consist of hard, unweathered (pyroxene) andesite (Supplement 1). Finer
fragments (up to 2 cm) dominated by angular, unweathered vesicular pumice (Fig. 7, photos 3, 4, 6, 7). Contains charred wood.

Eruption-induced lahars

FA8. Massive, clayey tuff breccia. Matrix of poorly sorted, grey or brown-red clay, silt and sand (Fig. 7, photos 1, 9, 10, 12). Sand dominated by
lithic and crystal grains. Contains ca. 15% gravel-sized, angular to sub-rounded fragments. Diverse clast composition (Supplement 1), most in a
soft, weathered state. Contains clay pebbles and uncharred plant fragments.

Slope-collapse induced
lahars

FA9. Massive, white to yellow, moderately consolidated fine tuff (Fig. 7, photo 2), dominated by vitric grains. Subordinate crystal grains, mainly
feldspar. Top generally fluvially reworked.

Rain-induced ash lahars

FA10. Thickly bedded (m-scale), grey, firmly welded, massive, matrix-supported lapilli-tuff. Hard and compact matrix of poorly-sorted tuff rich
in mono-crystalline grains (predominantly plagioclase and pyroxene) with subordinate lithic and vitric grains. Lapilli concentration varies per
bed, between 0 and 50%. Lapilli dominated by lithic fragments: sub-rounded dacite (max. clast size 6 cm, main size range 2e4 cm) and
subordinate subangular andesite (max. clast size 3 cm, main size range 1e3 cm). Poor in vesiculated pumice. Subtle grading of lapilli gives an
indistinct stratification (Fig. 8, photo 11). Interbeds (ca. 50 cm) of fine, wavy-laminated tuff with lenticular structures.

Pyroclastic flows and
surges

FA11. Bedded (dm-scale), greyish white fine tuff made up of vitric grains with subordinate mono-crystalline grains (mainly feldspars, occasional
laminae enriched in pyroxenes). Beds form sheets with considerable lateral continuity and are generally planar laminated, but occasionally
massive, containing fine plant debris. Occasional shallow, low-angle channel structures. Channel fills of coarse tuff with fine, moderately
rounded pumice or dacite lapilli and low-angle trough cross-bedding (cm to dm-scale) (Fig. 8, photo 8). Beds often separated by clay drapes or
cm-scale massive, grey clay layers with limited lateral continuity. Clays drapes or layers have fine root traces and occasional vertical burrows.
Clayey layers contain freshwater molluscsb. Most beds contain in-situ calcareous concretions (Fig. 8, photo 3), generally small concentric
nodules (up to 6 cm), but locally forming coalescent, platy structures or larger rods (rhyzoliths). No notable vertical grain-size trend.

Ash-covered braidplain

FA12. Massive, grey, plastic clay, slightly admixed with fine ash. Contains fine plant debris and freshwater molluscsb. The clays are interbedded
within FA11, with sharp boundaries. The upper boundary may be slightly incised, or riven by deep desiccation cracks (Fig. 8, photos 8 and 10).
Clay beds range in thickness from ca. 50e300 cm (Fig. 8, photos 5 and 6). The beds have a similar composition to the thinner clay interbeds in
FA11, but have a considerable lateral continuity. The clays are often found in association with greyish-white, massive or laminated fine ash
rich in diatoms. The diatom-rich material contains plant debris and well-preserved leaf imprints (Fig. 8, photos 5, 7, 8).

Shallow lake

a For species, reference is made to published faunal descriptions (Felix, 1911; Martin, 1909; Staff und Reck, 1911).
b For species, reference is made to published faunal descriptions (Carthaus, 1911; Joordens et al., 2009; Martin-Icke, H., 1911; Van Benthem Jutting, 1937).
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Trinil. Whereas this was previously regarded as one, undifferenti-
ated series, we found that the breccias are made up of several
volcanic debris flows (lahars), with differing backgrounds.
Following Vallence (2005), we distinguished three types of lahars.
Eruption-induced lahars (FA7) have amatrix dominated by juvenile
pyroclastic grains and contain <5% clay. They generally start as
pyroclastic flows, but change into lahars when they become mixed
with crater-lake water or when they enter rivers (Lavigne et al.,
2007). Slope-collapse induced lahars (FA8) contain weathered
fragments and have a clay-rich matrix (>5%). These lahars are not
related to primary pyroclastic eruptions, but to a collapse of water-
saturated, weathered and hydro-thermally altered rock making up
the slopes of a volcano. The collapse may be initiated by earth-
quakes or by intrusion of magma or hot gasses into the dome,
driving hydrothermal water toward the flanks, resulting in an
outward-directed pore-pressure gradient (Scott et al., 2001). Rain-
12
induced lahars (FA9) are generally low-volume flows of rain-soaked
ash, remobilized from surrounding slopes.

The base of the Batu Gajah Section forms a stratigraphic overlap
with the top of the Padas Malang Section, consisting of a regressive
series changing from lagoonal deposits (FA4) to bedded grainstones
(FA5) capped with a rooted top layer of ca. 10 cm. It is overlain by a
clay-rich lahar with weathered volcanic fragments (FA8) (Fig. 7,
photo 1). The lower boundary of this lahar forms a sharp contact
with the rooted top layer of the calcareous grainstones. Except for
scarce rip-up clasts, there are no indications of significant abrasion.
Although a time-gap cannot be ruled out, the absence of a thicker
weathering profile suggests that the debris flow overrode the
coastal, grassy landscape.

The breccia is rich in fine plant remains and the matrix has a
characteristic reddish-brown color. This indicates that the surface
rocks of the upstream volcanic slopes were chemically weathered



Fig. 6. Selected photographs of the Kalibeng and Padas Malang Formations. See Supplement 6 for coordinates and setting. (1) Massive calcareous mudstones (FA3), Kalibeng
Formation. (2) Idem. (3) Bedded mudstones (FA4), base of the Padas Malang Formation. (4) Calcareous lagoon facies (FA4), Padas Malang Formation. (5) Calcareous lagoon facies
with burrows (FA4), Padas Malang Formation. (6) Idem. (7) Calcareous mudbank facies (FA4), Padas Malang Formation. (8) Coral rubble bank (FA4), Padas Malang Formation. (9)
Idem. (10) Idem. (11) Rooted top layer of bedded grainstones (peritidal facies, FA5), top of Padas Malang Formation. (12) Padas Malang, view on right bank (13) River side exposures
of Padang Malang Formation north of Pengkol.
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Fig. 7. Selected photographs of the Batu Gajah Formation. See Supplement 6 for coordinates and setting. (1) Clay-rich lahar (FA8) with admixed red-colored ferralitic weathering
material (Batu Gajah Lahar 1). (2) Massive tuff, rain-induced lahar (FA9) with incised top and reworked calcareous concretions (Batu Gajah Lahar 2). (3) Coastal marsh clay (FA6, Batu
Gajah Clay 1) overlain by eruption-induced lahar (FA7, Batu Gajah Lahar 3). (4) Eruption-induced lahar (FA7, Batu Gajah Lahar 3). (5) Sample of coastal marsh clay (FA6, Batu Gajah
Clay 1). (6) Eruption-induced lahar (FA7, Batu Gajah Lahar 3). (7) Idem, zoom in to matrix. (8) Saprolite (truncated Ferralsol) in the top of Batu Gajah Lahar 3. (9) Remnant of the
humic top soil of the Ferralsol along the top of Batu Gajah Lahar 3, overlain by Batu Gajah Lahar 4. (10) Clay-rich lahar (FA8) with admixed yellowish-red ferralitic weathering
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prior to slope-collapse and associated lahar-flow, suggesting hu-
mid, tropical conditions. The material contains red, nodular iron
concretions (up to 10 cm), which are concentrated along horizontal
levels, indicating post-depositional redox accumulations related to
groundwater fluctuations. A clayey topsoil associated with this
weathering stage is absent, indicating soil truncation.

The basal lahar is overlain by a massive fine tuff layer, repre-
senting a rain-induced lahar (FA9) (Fig. 7, photo 2) and reflecting
volcanic activity. Its upper surface has been subject to fluvial
reworking, as witnessed by ca. 40 cm deep, low-angle channel
structures. The channel fill contains reworked calcareous concre-
tions (1e3 cm), indicating a climate with pronounced wet and dry
seasons.

A black clay layer (FA6) with a thickness of ca. 2 m overlies the
two basal debris flows, (Fig. 7, photos 3 and 5). It forms a laterally
continuous marker level that can be traced over the entire study
area. The massive and blocky-structured clays indicate thorough
bioturbation and intermittent flooding. The clay contains dispersed
fine pyrite crystals, which generally form under intermittent
brackish water conditions, in combination with high bioavailability
of organic matter and a dominant anaerobic environment (Pons
et al., 1982; Weaver, 1989; Roychoudhury et al., 2003; Ferreira
et al., 2015). This setting is supported by the occurrence of Mela-
noides aff. tubercalata, a species common in coastal marshes (Farani
et al., 2015). It is interesting to note that coastal marshes with high
accumulation of organic matter and pyrite are common in present-
day Indonesia (Moormann and van Bremen, 1978). The clay con-
tains a remarkable lens (ca. 60 cm thick) of well-sorted, well-
rounded gravel (6e7 cm) with an open structure. The pebbles
consist of hard, calcareous material, which must have been eroded
from the underlying marine series. Based on their position in the
coastal clays and lithological composition, which excludes fluvial
supply from the volcanic hinterland, the gravel is regarded as a
beach bar.

The black clay layer is sharply overlain by a volcanic breccia
(FA7) reaching a thickness of 8e12 m. It has a matrix of white tuff,
consisting of partly welded vitric grains and is practically devoid of
clay, indicating an eruption-induced background. The underlying
clay does not show signs of excessive soil formation, indicating that
the lahar directly overran the coastal marsh. The base of the lahar
contains wavy streaks of ripped-up clay. The mixed composition of
the volcanic fragments points to explosive dome disruption. Ve-
sicular pumice fragments are regarded as juvenile, eruption-related
material, while non-vesicular fragments represent older dome
rock. The latter includes andesite boulders up to ca. 1.5 m (Fig. 7,
photos 4, 6, 7). Charred wood fragments suggest an origin as a
pyroclastic flow.

Toward its top, the tuff breccia becomes intensely weathered
(Fig. 7, photo 8). The color changes from greyish white to mottled
reddish brown and the texture changes from consolidated vitric
tuff to crumbly clay. Also the volcanic fragments, still visible in the
weatheredmatrix, have completely altered to clay. Large root traces
filled with massive brown clay penetrate the material. The
weathering profile has a thickness of at least 3.5 m and represents a
regolith. Thin (ca. 20 cm) patches of the humic topsoil have
remained (Fig. 7, photo 9), consisting of massive, crumbly, dark
brown clay with fine concretions and root traces. It suggests that
the original soil profile was a Ferralsol, indicative of a humid
tropical climate and well-drained conditions. The largely missing
topsoil indicates that the soil profile was truncated. Assuming a
weathering rate of 1e2 cm/ka (Evans et al., 2019), the soil profile
material (Batu Gajah Lahar 4). (11) Batu Gajah Clay 2 and (overlying) Batu Gajah Lahar 5. (12)
Lahar 5). (13) Incised and reworked top of Batu Gajah Lahar 5.
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represents a timespan of (at least) 175e350 ka.
The paleosol is overlain by a thin clay-rich lahar (FA8) with a

characteristic reddish yellow color (Fig. 7, photos 9, 10) that in-
dicates incorporation of soil material in the lahar flow. Referring to
the underlying weathering profile, the occurrence of reddish,
weathered rock on surrounding volcanic slopes is not surprising.
The material contains weathered and unweathered volcanic frag-
ments (generally < 10 cm) consisting of andesite and pumice
(Supplement 1). The top of this lahar has been subject to fluvial
reworking, as witnessed by low-angle channeling structures with a
crudely cross-bedded, poorly sorted fill of a similar yellowish
breccia.

The reworked breccia is overlain by a ca. 1 m thick layer of
massive, greyish white, poorly consolidated tuff, which we regard
as a flow of rain-soaked ash (FA9). The material is poorly exposed
and the contact with the underlying reworked breccia could not be
observed. Along its top, the tuff is fluvially reworked and well-
exposed as a ca. 2 m thick, cemented tuff layer with fine pumice
lapilli and dm-scale trough cross-bedding.

The fluvial tuff is sharply overlain by another black clay layer
with pyrite crystals (FA6), identical to the clay found lower in the
section (Fig. 7, photos 11 and 12), representing a return to coastal
backswamp conditions. Again this clay layer, as well as the under-
lying cross-bedded tuff, forms a well-recognizable marker bed,
which can be traced over the entire study area.

The clay is overlain by an up to 15 m thick, clay-rich lahar (FA8)
with dispersed angular volcanic clasts of mixed composition:
weathered and unweathered pumices, andesites and clay pebbles
(Fig. 7, photos 12 and 13). The material is rich in NeS oriented,
uncharred logs. The clayey lahar represents a voluminous collapse
of water-saturated dome rock, which suggests that the lahar event
was triggered by volcanic activity. Fragments of unweathered ve-
sicular pumice in the flowmaterial probably represent syneruptive
components. The top of this thick lahar layer is strongly incised,
with steep channels cutting meters deep into the lahar surface. The
incision surface is covered with crudely cross-bedded, poorly sor-
ted sand and conglomerates, containing semi-rounded volcanic
fragments of a mixed andesitic, dacitic and pumice composition
(Fig. 7, photo 13).

The incised surface is covered by black clays with fine pyrite
(FA6), indicating renewed coastal backswamp conditions. The clay
reaches a thickness of several meters and fills the incisions. In the
top of the black clay, a ca. 100 cm thick paleosol has formed,
reflecting base-level lowering and drainage of the coastal marsh. It
consists of pale yellow clay with a blocky structure, red mottles and
calcareous concretions (up to 5 cm) (Fig. 8, photo 1). Upwards,
slickensides appear, as well as desiccation cracks and small tree-
root traces filled with dark grey topsoil material. The weathering
profile is characteristic of a Vertisol, pointing to a climate with
pronounced dry and wet seasons. The soil profile is truncated and
the truncation surface is covered with a ca. 30 cm thick lag of
trough cross-bedded coarse ash rich in calcareous concretions. The
latter must have been reworked from the eroded soil. The lag de-
posit is overlain by a thick series of planar laminated fine vitric tuff
(FA11).
5.3. The Sogen Section

The base of the Sogen Section mirrors the upper part of the Batu
Gajah Section, revealing a remarkably consistent build-up of the
stacked series of lahars and interbedded clays. We started our
Coastal marsh clay (FA6, Batu Gajah Clay 2) overlain by clay-rich lahar (FA8, Batu Gajah



Fig. 8. Selected photographs of the Trinil Formation. See Supplement 6 for coordinates and setting. (1) Batu Gajah Clay 3 with Vertisol, truncation surface and lag deposit, overlain
by terrace T1 sediment. (2) Fossil antler (Axis lydekkeri) in Trinil Mb 1. (3) Planar bedded tuff (FA11) rich in (in-situ) calcareous concretions (Trinil Mb 1). (4) Planar bedded tuff
(FA11, Trinil Mb 1). (5) Lacustrine clay and lacustrine diatomite (FA12, Main lacustrine bed) overlain by fluvial tuff (FA11, Trinil Mb 2. (6) Sample of lacustrine clay (FA12). (7) Leaf
fossil from lacustrine diatomite (FA12). (8) Contact surface betweenMain Lacustrine Bed (diatomite) and overlying tuffs of Trinil Mb 2. (9) Lacustrine interbed in Trinil Mb 2. (10) Top
of lacustrine interbed with desiccation cracks. (11) Pyroclastic deposits (FA10, Trinil Mb 3).
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Fig. 9. Pre-terrace stratigraphy of the Trinil area in 4 reference sections, with correlated marker beds. For location of reference sections see Supplement 2. FA ¼ Facies Association,
see Table 2. Revised stratigraphy based on this paper. Subunit codes: BGL ¼ Batu Gajah Lahar. BGC ¼ Batu Gajah Clay.
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measured section at the base of the thick, clay-rich lahar (FA8) with
wood fragments. Again, this lahar is deeply incised and covered
with massive black clays (FA6) representing the development of a
coastal marsh. The clay contains dispersed fine pumice, which may
represent an accumulation of floating pumice, or slumping of slope
material from the steep-sided incisions. The clay is capped with a
truncated Vertisol, coveredwith a lag of coarse ash rich in reworked
calcareous concretions.

The lag deposit is overlain by a thick series of moderately
consolidated planar and locally cross-laminated fine tuff (FA11).
The sheet geometry of the beds and planar lamination reflect un-
confined, sheetflow-like conditions, with shallowwater depths and
high current velocities (Fig. 8, photo 4). Occasional shallow channel
structures (W: 5e10 m, D: 10e15 cm) represent unconfined,
braided channels on the floodplain, with insignificant incision.
Cross-lamination, mainly in the channel fills, points to unidirec-
tional, eastward flow. Sheetflowconditions and unconfined braided
streams are generally associated with episodic flooding over a wide
floodplain (Hampton and Horton, 2007). This setting is confirmed
by clay drapes and clay lenses with burrows and desiccation cracks,
representing a gradual drying-up of shallow ponds after flooding
events. Abundant calcareous concretions indicate a seasonally
fluctuating groundwater table or water content, generally associ-
ated with pronounced dry and wet seasons (Section 7.5). Horizons
with fine rootlets point to a (seasonal) grassy vegetation cover.

The vitric grains and occasional moderately rounded pumice
lapilli form juvenile pyroclastic material, indicating a rich volcanic
supply. The dominance of well-sorted, fine vitric tuff points to an
origin as fallout ash. The material must have been remobilized from
surrounding slopes by surface run-off and debris-flows. Inter-
bedded massive, fine tuff layers with plant debris represent small
debris flows, which have occasionally been preserved on the
floodplain.

The bedded tuffs contain several laterally continuous interbeds
of plastic, light grey clays (FA12). The lighter color and absence of
pyrite crystals distinguishes these clays from the black coastal
marsh clays (FA6). The lighter color relates to an admixture with
fine vitric ash and a lower organic content. The absence of pyrite
crystals indicates depositional conditions not influenced by inter-
mittent brackish conditions. The clays contain occasional fresh-
water molluscs, representing stagnant conditions such as lakes or
18
ponds (Van Benthem Jutting, 1937). The stratigraphic position of
the clays, interbedded between sheets of fluvially reworked vol-
canic tuff, reflects intermittent lacustrine stages (Section 7.6). The
plasticity of the clay and the absence of calcareous concretions or
mottling indicate that the material was formed under (semi)per-
manent waterlogging. The massive, well-bioturbated facies rich in
plant debris represents a shallow, marginal lacustrine environment
or freshwater swamp. The admixture of ash within the lacustrine
clays points to ongoing (fluvial) supply of fine pyroclastic material.

The clay interbeds generally have a thickness of 50e100 cm.
They may be capped with a thin Vertisol, or have shrinkage cracks
along their upper surface, reflecting lake withdrawal. A thicker
lacustrine interbed occurs ca. 20 m above the base of the tuff series.
The clay layer has a thickness of ca. 3 m and grades into white,
massive and laminated fine ash rich in diatoms. The algal blooms
indicate nutrient-rich conditions, likely caused by dissolved silica.
Increasing eutrophication occasionally led to oxygen-depleted
bottom conditions, recorded by non-bioturbated, laminated diat-
omite (S�aez et al., 2007). The diatomite contains frequent leaf im-
prints, showing that the lake had forested margins. Euphorbiaceae
and Malvaceae tree taxa (Supplement 4) point to a relatively open,
sunny tropical forest. Trees of these families are usually pioneering
species and are indicative of a disturbed setting (pers. comm.
Huang Jian, June 2020). Environmental disturbance may be related
to volcanic supply or fluctuating lake levels.

Above this ca. 5 m thick lacustrine interval, the bedded tuff se-
ries continues, with frequent interbeds of lacustrine clays (Fig. 8,
photo 9). Toward the top of the section, the facies of the tuffs
gradually changes: its color becomes greyish as a result of an
increasing content of mono-crystalline pyroxenes. Moreover, there
is an increasing occurrence of isolated, sub-rounded, low-weight
dacite lapilli (up to 3 cm). This announces a more significant facies
change in the overlying strata.
5.4. The Kali Soko section

The upward continuation of the bedded tuff series can be
observed along the riverbanks south of Padas Malang and south of
Trinil. These Solo transects are made up of the same bedded tuff
series as the Sogen Section, but the exposures are disturbed by
deeply incised terrace bases. South of Trinil, the bedded tuffs are
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only exposed in the lower one or 2 m of the riverbank exposures,
below the T2 scour surface (Fig. 3B). Approaching Ngancar Bridge,
the same facies change can be observed as in the top of the Sogen
Section: an increase of monocrystalline pyroxene and admixture of
dispersed, moderately rounded dacite gravel. Channel structures
become more prominent, reflecting more dynamic flow conditions.

South of Ngancar Bridge, the series can be traced along the
banks of Kali Soko (Supplement 2). Its facies gradually changes to
grey, matrix-supported lapilli-tuff, with a rhythmic bedding and
subtle grading of lapilli (FA10) (Fig. 8, photo 11). This points to
deposition by pyroclastic flows rather than water-saturated flows.
Thematrix is intensely welded, which also points to an origin as hot
pyroclastic flows. The richness of lithic lapilli indicates that the
pyroclastic flows must be associated with dome explosions rather
than rapid vesiculation of magma. The sub-rounded shape of the
clasts may be caused by repeated extrusion and fallback in the vent,
preceding eruption (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984). Several ca. 50 cm
thick interbeds of wavy laminated tuffs are regarded as base surges
or ash cloud surges.

Pyroclastic flow deposits were frequently fluvially reworked, as
witnessed by channeling structures and dm-scale trough cross-
bedding along the top of massive beds. Occasional lenses of clay
or fine ash, often with desiccation cracks and fine root traces,
represent small ponds. Their upper boundary is frequently convo-
luted and shows asymmetrical deformation structures, indicating
northward-directed shear from overriding pyroclastic flows.

6. Stratigraphic revision

We propose a new, local lithostratigraphy for the Trinil area,
with reproducible unit boundaries, following major changes in
depositional conditions. Most units have been subdivided into
(numbered) subunits.

The relation to the former stratigraphic practice is briefly dis-
cussed. Although some of the new units (partly) run parallel to the
former units, they should not be regarded as synonyms, because
the former units have connotations linked to unfounded regional
correlations.

6.1. Kalibeng Formation (revised unit)

6.1.1. Definition
Themassive calcareous mudstones (FA3) at the base of the Trinil

series are assigned to a redefined Kalibeng Formation.

6.2. Former practice

Duyfjes (1936, 1938) defined the Lower and Upper Kalibeng
Formations, consisting of massive calcareous mudstones overlain
by diatomaceous mudstones. Berghuis et al. (2019) showed that the
diatomaceous strata form a local facies of the larger pelagic series.
We therefore propose to discard the prefixes ‘Upper and Lower’ and
regard all pelagic mudstones of the Kendeng Hills as one regional
unit: the Kalibeng Formation.

6.3. Padas Malang Formation (new unit)

6.3.1. Definition
We propose the Padas Malang Formation as a new unit for the

bedded and/or mollusc-rich calcareous mudstones of Trinil. We
define the introduction of bedding structures and the admixture of
fine granular calcareous material as the base of the unit. The unit
covers all lagoonal and peritidal calcareous deposits up to the first
terrestrial, non-calcareous debris flow.
19
6.3.2. Former practice
Duyfjes (1936) attributed the lagoonal deposits of Trinil to his

Upper Kalibeng Formation, correlating the beds with the diato-
maceous deposits of the eastern Kendeng Hills. This correlation is
incorrect. The diatomaceous strata are significantly older, largely
dating from the Early Pliocene, and were formed under bathyal
depth conditions (Berghuis et al., 2019).
6.4. Batu Gajah formation (new unit)

6.4.1. Definition
We propose the Batu Gajah Formation as a new unit for the

stacked volcanic breccias and interbedded black clays. The sharp
contact between the calcareous strata (Padas Malang Formation)
and the lowest non-calcareous debris flow forms the base of the
unit. The unit continues upwards up to the base of the bedded tuffs.
The unit consists of five debris flows, which we numbered Batu
Gajah Lahar-1 to 5 (BGL-1 to GGL-5), and contains three interbeds
of coastal clay, which have been numbered Batu Gajah Clay-1 to 3
(BGC-1 to BGC-3). The unit contains several paleosols and chan-
neled erosion surfaces, the latter generally covered with a thin lag
deposit, representing hiatuses in the depositional record.
6.4.2. Former practice
Duyfjes (1936) attributed the breccias of Trinil to the Pucangan

Formation, based on a correlation with the deltaic series of the
Jombang area. This correlation is unfounded. The deltaic sand-
stones of the eastern Kendeng Hills and the breccias of Trinil
represent different depositional settings and the age relation be-
tween the two series is unknown.
6.5. Trinil Formation (revised unit)

6.5.1. Definition
We propose to return to Dubois’ original name, the Trinil For-

mation, for the bedded tuffs with clayey interbeds. The redefined
unit explicitly excludes the terrace deposits. The unit overlies a
channeled erosion surface over the Vertisol developed in BGC-3,
covered with a lag deposit rich in reworked calcareous concre-
tions. The erosion surface locally cuts through the Vertisol and BGC-
3, reaching down into the underlying breccia (BGL-5). We define
the contact between this lag deposit and the overlying aggrada-
tional series of bedded, fluvial tuffs as the lower boundary of the
Trinil Formation. The tuffs reach a thickness of ca. 50 m. A 4e6 m
thick layer of lacustrine clays and diatom-rich ash forms a promi-
nent marker bed about halfway within the tuff series. We refer to
this level as Main Lacustrine Bed. The tuff series below this marker
bed is referred to as Trinil Member 1, the overlying tuffs as Trinil
Member 2.
6.5.2. Former practice
Duyfjes (1936) renamed Dubois’ Trinil Beds the Kabuh Forma-

tion, correlating the deposits with fluvial sands and conglomerates
that form the top of the deltaic series of Jombang. This correlation is
unfounded: both fluvial series have a different composition,
represent a different depositional setting and may very well have a
different age. Duyfjes proceeded to define the fossils of Trinil as a
distinguishing feature of the Kabuh Formation, which is circular
reasoning. Moreover, Duyfjes did not recognize the T2 and T4
terrace deposits and added these strata to the Kabuh Formation,
which makes this formation, at least in Trinil, a mixed and invalid
unit.



Fig. 10. Stratigraphic summary of the Trinil area in relation to climate, tectonism, volcanism and sea-level fluctuations. Sea-level curve (with Marine Isotope Stages) based on
Bintanja and van de Wal (2008). Numerical ages: (1) OSL ages this paper; (2) Ar/Ar and OSL ages from Joordens et al. (2015); (3) OSL ages from Rizal et al. (2020). For colors, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
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6.6. Trinil Member 3

6.6.1. Definition
We add the lapilli tuffs at the top of the pre-terrace stratigraphy
20
to the Trinil Formation as a separate member: Trinil Member 3. The
deposits form the upward continuation of the fluvial, bedded tuffs.
Most of the pyroclastic flows have been fluvially reworked, which
compromises an exact definition of the base of this member. We
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describe the base of the member as a gradational increase of (lithic)
pyroclasts, an increase of grey-colored mono-crystalline grains in
the matrix and an increasing occurrence of more prominent
channelling and cross-bedding structures. The first preserved py-
roclastic flows are found above this transition. Trinil Member 3 has
an exposed thickness of ca. 25 m and is covered by younger terrace
deposits.

Trinil Member 3 is exposed along the southern margin of the
study area. Under the prevailing southward dip, it forms the highest
exposed level of the pre-terrace stratigraphy. However, it is possible
that the subunit (partly) represents lateral facies change within the
Trinil Formation, as the southern exposures may represent the
marginal area of the former floodplain, more proximate to the foot
slopes of the Lawu.

6.6.2. Former practice
Duyfjes (1936) referred to the lapilli-rich tuffs of the Kali Soko as

the Notopuro Formation. For him, the deposits represent a new
phase of volcanism-induced deposition, after a long period domi-
nated by fluvial supply of erosion products. This has become an
accepted feature within the regional geology (van Bemmelen,
1949). Duyfjes referred to the gravel-bearing terrace deposits of
T4 and T2, which he added to the Kabuh Formation. He placed the
Kali Soko exposures stratigraphically above the Kabuh Formation
and hence noted a change in sediment composition, from abrasion
material to pyroclastic material.

6.7. Solo Formation (new unit)

For the deposits of the Solo River, no unit name has been in use.
They are generally regarded as alluvium, or locally as terrace de-
posits. The Solo deposits are of great interest, because of their
vertebrate fossils including Homo erectus. Moreover, they form an
archive of sea-level fluctuations, climate change, tectonism and
volcanism, most of which remains unstudied. A separate unit name
for these deposits is appropriate. We propose the Solo Formation as
a new unit name for all fluvial deposits of the Solo, along the entire
river course, either as terraces, valley-fills or floodplain sediments.

6.8. Cross-sections and mapping

The cover of terrace sediments (Solo Formation) complicates
geological mapping of the Trinil area. Two stratigraphic sections
provide an overview of the occurrence of the newly defined (sub)
units in the direct vicinity of Trinil (Fig. 3A and B), illustrating the
complex relationship between terrace deposits and pre-terrace
strata. The cross-sections partly overlap with the historical cross-
sections of Duyfjes (1936) and Carthaus (1911).

Supplement 5 provides a geological sketch map of the direct
vicinity of Trinil, excluding the terrace-related cover, and party
overlaps with the map of Duyfjes (1936).

7. Discussion

Fig. 10 provides a stratigraphic summary and a provisional age
framework and relates the Trinil series to local or regional tecto-
nism, volcanism, sea-level fluctuations and climate change.

7.1. Age framework

A published planktonic foraminiferal study, carried out north of
Ngawi, ca. 10 km from Trinil, provides a detailed age record of the
Kalibeng Formation (Van Gorsel and Troelstra, 1981), showing that
the unit covers the Late Miocene and Pliocene. The transition to the
overlying lagoonal deposits (Padas Malang Formation)
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approximates the PliocenedPleistocene boundary at 2.6 Ma. The
massive mudstones exposed around Trinil form the top of the
Kalibeng Formation and hence represent the latest Late Pliocene
(~3e2.6 Ma). Up-section, the biostratigraphic signal becomes
disturbed because of shallow depositional depths, influencing the
occurrence of planktonic species, and an influx of reworked older
species. This means that foraminiferal age markers in the Padas
Malang Formation must be interpreted with care. Van Gorsel and
Troelstra (1981) reported provisional age markers of around
1.9 Ma within this series.

The Batu Gajah Formation represents a significant time span,
characterized by lahar events separated by prolonged periods with
limited or no sediment accumulation. The lahars indicate the
presence of a nearby volcanic dome, most likely the Old Lawu
(Fig. 1). The basal lahar Batu Gajah-1 represents slope failure of
weathered dome rock, which indicates that it postdates initial
dome build-up. Assuming that dome build-up of Old Lawu dates
~1.9 Ma (section 2.1), we provisionally assign an age of ~1.8 Ma to
the base of the Batu Gajah Formation. This fits well with the re-
ported planktonic age markers of ca. 1.9 Ma within the Padas
Malang Formation. Note that this implies that the earliest Old Lawu
eruptions were contemporaneous with the latest lagoonal stage,
which is confirmed by admixed ash in the top of the Padas Malang
Formation. Little age information is available for the individual la-
hars of the Batu Gajah Formation. In section 7.4 we will show that
tying the Batu Gajah Formation to the global sea-level curve offers a
provisional insight into the age of individual subunits. This points to
an age of ~600 ka for the Vertisol at the top of the unit, which is in
line with a tentative K/Ar age of 0.5 ± 0.3 Ma, reported by Bartstra
et al. (1978) for a sample from Batu Gajah Lahar-5. It suggests that
the Batu Gajah Formation covers a time span of more than 1million
years.

Joordens et al. (2015) 40Ar/39Ar-dated detrital hornblende from
sediment preserved inside fossil bivalve shells derived from the
base of the Trinil Formation, which yielded an age of 0.54 ± 0.10Ma.
OSL measurements on feldspars from the same sediment indicate a
burial age of 0.43 ± 0.05 Ma. Together with the constraint provided
by the age of ~350 ka for the oldest dated Solo terrace sediments,
we assume an age range of ca. 550e350 ka for the Trinil Formation.

The age range of the terrace sequence (Solo Formation) has been
well established at 350 ka e recent (section 4.9).

7.2. Tectonism

As explained in section 2.1, the former Kendeng Basin had been
subject to uplift throughout the Pliocene. Folding and thrusting of
the Kendeng Ridge date from the latest Late Pliocene. This is re-
flected by the onlap of the Trinil series against the Kendeng Hills,
which shows that the Kendeng Ridge stood out as a hill range
throughout the Pleistocene. During most of the Early and Middle
Pleistocene, the tectonic situation around Trinil was relatively sta-
ble and Trinil remained proximate to the sea. The thickness of the
local series even suggests slight subsidence, possibly as a result of
loading by the cone of the Lawu.

The Solo terraces testify to a second phase of folding and uplift,
later in the Middle Pleistocene. In section 4.10 we showed that this
uplift stage, which had its focal point in the Kendeng Ridge, dates
from the last 350 ka. It can be regarded as a reactivation of the older,
Late Pliocene fold zone. The southward dip of the Trinil series, as
well as some small-scale thrusts in this series (Fig. 3A and C), must
be related to this young tectonic stage.

Duyfjes (1936) and van Bemmelen (1949) also noted this
renewed uplift, but dated it ‘early in the Middle Pleistocene’,
referring to gravelly erosion material in the Middle Pleistocene
Kabuh Formation. We showed that these gravels are not part of the
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tilted substrate, but of the younger terrace deposits.

7.3. Volcanism

Past researchers linked the breccias of Trinil to the volcanoWilis
(Carthaus, 1911; Dozy, 1911; Duyfjes, 1936), more than 60 km from
Trinil. Lahars travelling such distances are extremely rare and
require confined-valley conditions and sufficient gradient (Scott,
1988). We have demonstrated that the lahars of the Batu Gajah
Formation were deposited as sheet flows over a wide coastal plain,
which points to a more proximal volcanic cone, providing sufficient
gradient for a flow to spread out over the adjacent plains. This can
only have been the Old Lawu. Wood fragments in lahar Batu Gajah-
5, oriented north-south, also point to this volcano as the most likely
source.

The volcanic fragments in the lahars of the Batu Gajah Forma-
tion indicate andesitic volcanism, which is generally associated
with the build-up of high stratovolcanoes with steep slopes. These
must have provided the required gradient for the lahars. Most la-
hars of the Batu Gajah Formation represent slope collapse events of
weathered dome-rock. Batu Gajah Lahar-3 is related to primary
eruptions and associated explosive dome collapse.

The tuffs of the Trinil Formation mark a drastic change of vol-
canic style, toward more explosive, gas-rich, dacitic volcanism. The
onset of ash deposition over the truncated Vertisol that caps the
Batu Gajah Formation, which we have dated to ~550 ka, marks the
beginning of this new volcanic phase. We postulate that soil trun-
cation is related to these changing volcanic conditions: massive
supply of ash over the wide surroundings of Trinil may have caused
a dying-off of vegetation, triggering overland flow and soil erosion.
The formation of extensive ash sheets is commonly associated with
calderas (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984), but an old caldera has not
been identified in the vicinity. It may have become buried under the
current cone of Lawu, or it may have been part of the Wilis system,
where calderas have been identified (Hartono, 1994).

The oldest terraces T7, T6 and T4 represent incisive, lateral ac-
cretion stages under low volcanic supply. The younger terraces
reflect alternating stages of abrasion and aggradation, which we
linked to intermittent pyroclastic supply (section 4.7). The nearby
Lawu is the most likely source.

7.4. Sea-level fluctuations

Since its emergence in the Early Pleistocene, the Trinil area has
been in the proximity of the sea. The local sedimentary series bears
witness to multiple base-level changes, which can be related to
Quaternary sea-level fluctuations. Referring to the available nu-
merical ages, some elements have been tied to the global sea-level
curve (Bintanja and van de Wal, 2008) (Fig. 10).

The fluvial terraces represent alternating stages of incision,
reflecting changes in external control, e.g. base level, climate,
tectonism and volcanic sediment supply. The ages of the terraces
roughly follow the 100 ka glacial cycles, suggesting that eustatic
sea-level fluctuations were the decisive mechanism controlling
downcutting. We provisionally tied the scour surfaces of the most
prominent terraces to the lowstands of the last four major glacia-
tions (MIS10, MIS8, MIS6 and MIS2). The tuffaceous sediments of
fill terraces T4, T2B and T1 reflect aggradation stages, whichwere in
the first place a response to an increased sediment input related to
volcanic eruptions. The OLS ages of terraces T4 and T2 place these
aggradation stages in MIS7 and MIS5.

Proceeding downward in the local stratigraphy to the Trinil
Formation, we appear to lose the signal of marine base-level
changes. The fluvial beds making up this unit are characterized
by a great lateral continuity and occasional channel structures are
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shallow. This indicates high aggradation rates, but most of all a
limited gradient and a stable base level (Miall, 1977,1996; Hampton
and Horton, 2007). The latter is remarkable, knowing that the unit
dates from ~550 to 350 ka, a period characterized by high-
amplitude sea-level fluctuations. It suggests temporary isolation
from the marine base level (section 7.6).

The underlying Batu Gajah Formation was formed on a coastal
plain, after the shallow calcareous lagoon, represented by the Padas
Malang Formation, had emerged, presumably around 1.8 Ma. The
lahars that dominate this unit represent short depositional events,
which were separated by prolonged stable periods. The interface
between the individual breccia units contains a record of multiple
transgressive and regressive cycles. Tabular interbeds of organic
clays represent the formation of a stable or slowly aggrading coastal
marsh, reflecting highstands. Weathering profiles or incisions of
previously deposited breccias most likely reflect lowstands.

The upper layers of the Batu Gajah Formation contain sufficient
age-related clues for a tentative linkage to the global sea-level
curve. The Vertisol, forming the top of the unit, represents with-
drawal of a coastal marsh (represented by Batu Gajah Clay-3). The
paleosol underlies the Trinil Formation, to the base of which we
assigned a maximum age of 540 ± 100 ka (40Ar/39Ar) and a mini-
mum (OSL) age of 430 ± 50 ka (based on Joordens et al., 2015).
Based on the thickness of the truncated paleosol of more than 1 m
and an assumed averageweathering rate of 1e2 cm/ka (Evans et al.,
2019), the soil represents a weathering period that may have
exceeded 100 ka. This makes it possible to place the onset of well-
drained conditions in MIS16, at ~650 ka. MIS16 was an extended
glacial, with very low sea levels, marking the end of the Mid-
Pleistocene transition, when 41 ky glacial-interglacial cycles shif-
ted to larger amplitude 100 ky cycles (Dean et al., 2015). Counting
back fromMIS16, wemay link the coastal clay inwhich the paleosol
developed (Batu Gajah Clay-3) to the highstand of MIS17. This clay
overlies the deeply incised surface of Batu Gajah Lahar-5. These
incisions reflect well-drained conditions and a low marine base
level, which must have preceded the development of the coastal
marsh. We tentatively link these incisions to the lowstand of MIS18.

Further downward, the marine base-level record of the Batu
Gajah Formation continues, but lacking numerical ages, it becomes
impossible to tie this record to the global sea-level curve. Without
doubt the sediment record contains significant hiatuses. Depending
on the age of Batu Gajah Lahar-5, the underlying Batu Gajah Clay-2
possibly represents the highstand of MIS19 or MIS21.

The thick, eruption-induced Batu Gajah Lahar-3 contains juve-
nile volcanic material, which offers good possibilities for radio-
metric dating. It will present future workers with an interesting age
marker to link several stratigraphic elements to the sea-level curve:
the underlying coastal clay (Batu Gajah Clay-1) and the thick
weathering profile in the top of Batu Gajah Lahar-3. This weath-
ering profile represents a long period (or several intermittent pe-
riods) of well-drained conditions, reflecting one ormore lowstands.
Moreover, it forms an important climatological marker (section
7.5).

7.5. Climate

The Trinil stratigraphy represents an interesting record of
climate change. Batu Gajah Lahars-1 and -4 have a red-colored
clayey matrix, indicating ferralitic weathering of rocks along vol-
canic slopes prior to collapse. The thick in-situ weathering profile
that formed in the top of Batu Gajah Lahar-3 represents a 175e350
ka timespan of in-situ Ferralsol formation. This shows that humid
tropical conditions were dominant during the deposition of the
Batu Gajah Formation. Calcareous concretions, found in the top of
Batu Gajah Lahar-2, are the only exception to this climatic context
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and may represent an interval with a dryer, more seasonal climate.
The thick Vertisol that caps the Batu Gajah Formation represents

a climate with pronounced wet and dry seasons. We provisionally
linked the withdrawal of the coastal marsh and the formation of
this soil profile to the lowstand of MIS16. The actual change from
humid to dryer climate conditions may predate this Vertisol. Note
that the underlying lahar Batu Gajah-5 is the only clay-rich lahar
that does not contain admixed red-colored weathering material.
The transition from a humid to a dryer climate may therefore
predate this lahar. The Trinil Formation (~550e350 ka) contains
abundant indicators of dry and wet seasons, in the form of desic-
cation cracks, calcareous concretions, horizons with grassy rootlets
and interbedded Vertisols.

Our observations are in general agreement with the regional
pollen record, which indicates a dominance of tropical forest
vegetation throughout the Early Pleistocene (Polhaupessy, 1990;
S�emah and S�emah, 2012). The authors noted a transition to more
open vegetation types, which they roughly date ‘at the end of the
Early Pleistocene’. S�emah et al. (2010) noted ‘prolonged periods of
dry climate’ starting around MIS22. Following this conclusion, the
thick Ferralsol in Batu Gajah Lahar-3 probably predates MIS22.
Open vegetation conditions during the latest Early Pleistocene and
the Middle Pleistocene are also inferred from vertebrate fossils,
which are dominated by large herbivores (Van den Bergh et al.,
1996, 2001) and from oxygen isotope signals in herbivore teeth,
indicative of grazing on C4 vegetation (Janssen et al., 2016; Louys
and Roberts, 2020; Puspaningrum et al., 2020). Moreover, on a
regional scale, Denell (2009) noted an increasing length and in-
tensity of dry periods in Asia during theMid-Pleistocene Transition.

Several authors noted a change to more humid conditions in
eastern Java in the Late Pleistocene, probably postdating the for-
mation of the lower terrace of Ngandong (Van den Bergh et al.,
1996; Rizal et al., 2020). This climate change likely affected
erosion and sedimentation patterns of the Solo, which may have
been recorded in terrace T2 and T1 and forms an interesting subject
for future, detailed studies of these terraces.

7.6. Middle Pleistocene isolation: the Ngawi lake basin

The absence of a record of marine base-level changes in the
Trinil Formation and the occurrence of lacustrine interbeds points
to temporary isolation. The deposition of this unit coincided with a
sharp increase of volcanic activity of the Lawu, suggesting that
isolation was caused by a volcanic barrier. In section 5.3 we
described the depositional setting of the bedded, predominantly
planar laminated tuffs as a wide floodplain with a limited gradient.
The climate of dry and wet seasons caused events of peak
discharge, supplying abundant unconsolidated fine ash to the
floodplain. Ash-covered surfaces have a poor permeability,
favouring flashy sheetflow and unconfined braided flow (Paredes
et al., 2007).

Paleocurrent observations in the fluvial tuffs of the Trinil For-
mation indicate stable, unidirectional flow, directed to the north-
east in exposures around Trinil and to the southeast in exposures
around Pitu and Sogen. This eastward paleocurrent was also noted
by Dubois (1894b, 1908). We postulate the existence of a Middle
Pleistocene lake, whichmust have been located east of Trinil. In this
model the lacustrine interbeds as found around Trinil, form a re-
cord of lake expansion and retreat, probably representing fluctua-
tions in precipitation rate. On the Sunda Shelf, sea-level highstands
are generally related to increased precipitation rates (Heaney, 1991;
Van der Kaars et al., 2000; Bird et al., 2005). The Main Lacustrine
Bed of the Trinil Formation may relate to the highstands of MIS13
and MIS11.

The eastward paleocurrents point to a hydrological barrier that
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must have been located west of Trinil. Looking at the current
landscape, we note that east of Sonde, the lower slopes of Lawu
stretch out toward the Kendeng Ridge. This may form a remnant of
a Middle Pleistocene barrier, which separated Trinil from the ma-
rine base level.

Our study is the first to document the former existence of a lake
basin around Trinil (~550e350 ka), which we refer to as the Ngawi
Lake Basin. This provides a new view on the habitat of Homo
erectus. During the long dry seasons that characterized eastern Java
throughout the Middle Pleistocene, the tree-lined lake must have
provided good living conditions for an early human population,
yielding molluscs, fish and drinking water, and attracting game.

7.7. A new model for the development of the Solo

The development of the Solo River marks the end of the Ngawi
Lake Basin. Several authors have written about the origin of this
river and its remarkable course, crossing the island from south to
north. Lehman (1936) and Pannekoek (1949) described an aban-
doned valley through the Gunung Sewu, which they regarded as an
old, southward course of the Solo. Further uplift of these hills and
associated blockfaulting would have caused flow reversal, whereby
the river forced its new route through the Kendeng Ridge. This is an
unlikely representation of river behavior. Moreover, Rizal et al.
(2020) dated Gunung Sewu uplift to ~550 ka, which implies a
200 ka time gap with the development of the oldest Solo terraces,
dated to ~350 ka.

We noted in section 7.6 that in the Ngawi Lake Basin an
eastward-directed drainage system developed, toward a lake east
of Trinil. It is noteworthy that this drainage was parallel to the later
Solo. Westward directed, headward erosion of these streams must
have gradually cut through the volcanic barrier west of Trinil. We
postulate that by ~350 ka, the headwaters of these streams con-
nected to the plains in the west and captured the local southward
directed drainage system (the ‘Old Solo’), creating a large,
eastward-flowing river system. Similar examples of river capture
have been described in other volcanic areas, where rivers were
temporarily blocked (Maddy et al., 2012; Veldkamp et al., 2012).

This model for the development of the Solo River also sheds a
new light on the river’s remarkable traversal of the Kendeng Hills. It
may have formed as a northward-directed overflow of the former
lake. The current transverse valley still reflects its original
meandering course. By the time the eastward draining Solo had
developed, the former lake overflow had been incorporated in the
river’s course.

7.8. Landscape reconstructions (Fig. 11)

The Kalibeng Formation bears witness to the marine Kendeng
Basin and records regressive conditions throughout the Pliocene.
Ongoing compression of the basin sediments formed east-west
directed fold and thrust zones, emerging by the end of the Plio-
cene. Emergence of the Kendeng Ridge left a sheltered, shallow
marine lagoon along its southern slopes. The deposits from this
lagoon constitute the Padas Malang Formation.

Lawu developed as an andesitic stratovolcanowith steep slopes.
The lagoon gradually emerged and a coastal lowland developed, at
the foot of Lawu. The plains were occasionally overrun by volcanic
debris flows, but such events were separated by prolonged, stable
periods. During highstands, muddy, organic-rich coastal marshes
developed, which form a contrast with the earlier calcareous la-
goons. This reflects an increased supply of acidic river water and
fine clastic material to the coastal environment, which points to a
larger catchment with weathered soils and/or increasingly humid
conditions. During lowstands, the area was subject to incision and



Fig. 11. Plio-Pleistocene paleogeography of Trinil and adjacent parts of eastern Java. Thin black line: outline of present-day eastern Java. Partly based on Huffman et al. (1999), Lunt
(2013) and Berghuis et al. (2019).
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weathering. Ferralitic weathering indicates humid tropical climate
conditions. A Vertisol at the top of the Batu Gajah Formation in-
dicates that, by this time, the climate had become dryer, with
marked dry and wet seasons. The complex of volcanic debris flows,
interbedded coastal clays and weathering profiles constitutes the
Batu Gajah Formation.

At ca. 550 ka, the volcanic regime changed from andesitic to
dacitic. Explosive volcanism supplied large amounts of vitric ash
and fine pumice. A volcanic barrier developed, isolating the plains
of Trinil from the marine base level and creating a lake basin. The
area became an ash-covered inland plain, with dry, strongly sea-
sonal climate conditions bringing about peak discharges, with
sheetflow and shallow braided flow conditions. Drainage was
eastward, towards a lake in the lowest part of the plain. The ash-
covered plains had a grass-dominated vegetation, but the lake
margins were forested. Lake expansion and retreat reflected fluc-
tuations in precipitation rate. Possibly, the lake developed a
northern overflow through the eroded remains of the Kendeng
Ridge. The ash-dominated fluvial deposits with lacustrine interbeds
constitute the Trinil Formation.

Around 350 ka, headward erosion of eastward-flowing streams
inside the lake basin connected to the plains west of the volcanic
barrier and captured southward-flowing rivers, creating a large,
eastward-flowing river system: the Solo. This reconnected the
Trinil area to the marine base level, but this time to the north.

The development of the Solo coincided with renewed uplift.
Stepwise fluvial downcutting was predominantly controlled by
marine base-level changes. This is unsurprising, as the shoreline
was in the immediate proximity. The Randublatung Basin, north of
the Kendeng Ridge, contains a record of Middle to Late Pleistocene
shallow marine clays (Pringgoprawiro and Baharuddin, 1979) and
fluvial, Solo-related sediment bodies (Bartstra, 1988), indicating
that this lowland was inundated during highstands and formed an
extension of the Solo floodplain during lowstands.

8. Retrospective

Our reinterpretations of the Trinil series are primarily based on
advances in the field of sedimentology and Quaternary geology and
do not disqualify thework of earlier geologists. Although previously
regarded as contradictory, many of their interpretations were valid
and found their way into our new depositional model of the Trinil
Formation, such as fluvial deposition (Dubois, 1907), interbeds of
rain-induced volcanic debris flows (Volz, 1907; Dozy, 1911) and
shallow lacustrine deposits (Carthaus, 1911; Dozy, 1911). Also Van
Es (1931) and Duyfjes (1936) were correct in their interpretation
of fluvial conglomerates as erosion products, representing uplift.
But they did not note that this material is a younger deposit, related
to the terraces. When it comes to the relation between the older
tuffs and the overlying terrace deposits, the hypotheses of Elbert
(1908) and Bartstra (1982) were surprisingly accurate. Dubois
(1908) fiercely rejected Elbert’s idea, but his criticism may have
been prompted by fear that this would degrade his fossil collection
to a mixed assemblage. Lehmann (1936) correctly identified fluvial
terraces around Trinil and understood that these are related to the
terraces of the Kendeng, but he did not recognize the full terrace
sequence and erroneously suggested that his High Terrace (in this
paper T7, T6 and T5) is the equivalent of the fossiliferous terrace of
Ngandong.

9. Conclusions

The plains of Trinil form the ancient floodplain of the Solo and
are shaped as a terraced landscape. During incisive stages, the Solo
deepened and widened its valley floor, under gravel-bearing,
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meandering conditions. Intermittent stages of high pyroclastic
supply triggered a change to aggradation and braided flow. Stable
uplift and intermittent conditions of incision and aggradation
formed a sequence of strath and fill terraces. The terraces range in
age from ~350 ka to ~30 ka and correlate with the terraces of the
Kendeng Hills, ca. 20 km downstream. The tuffaceous sediment of
fill terraces T4 and T2 was previously not recognized as terrace-
related and was added to the Kabuh Formation, confounding
sedimentological and stratigraphic interpretations. We reject the
use of the regional unit Kabuh Formation in the Trinil area, and
regard the local tuffs as belonging to either the Trinil Formation
(substrate) or the Solo Formation (terrace deposits). This has great
consequences for the validity of local fossil assemblages and their
ages, as most fossils reportedly derive from the Kabuh Formation.

The exposed pre-terrace series has a thickness of 230 m and
covers a period from ~3 Ma to ~350 ka. We subdivided the series
into four new or revised lithostratigraphic units, representing
distinctive depositional landscapes. Our revised stratigraphy forms
a local framework and the units should not be synonymized with
the existing regional units of Duyfjes (1938). The (chrono)strati-
graphic relation with other famous hominin sites in eastern Java,
such as Sangiran and Mojokerto, is complex and awaits further
studies.

Our landscape reconstructions provide a new view on the
habitat of the Middle Pleistocene Homo erectus. A lake basin
(~550e350 ka) provided the ‘fortunate conditions’ (Dennell, 2009)
required for an enduring presence of Homo erectus. In the subse-
quent stage, this role was taken over by the perennial Solo.

The Trinil depositional series forms an interesting record of
Pleistocene tectonism, volcanism, climate change, sea-level fluc-
tuations and fluvial architecture, which gives it regional signifi-
cance, for Java and maritime Southeast Asia. On a local scale, our
stratigraphic revision forms a much-needed basis for a re-
evaluation of Dubois’ and Selenka’s excavation sites and the Trinil
fossil assemblages, which will be addressed in a separate
publication.
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